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How	do	glaciers	form?	

Glaciers	form	where	annual	snowfall	>	melt	
• Layers	of	snow	accumulate	
• Over	6me,	the	snow	gets	compressed	by	its	own	weight	
• Compression	increases	the	snow	density	->	ice	forms!	
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Glacier	Flow	
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Snow	
Accumula6on	

Surface	Mel6ng	

•  Snow	accumulates	at	high	eleva6ons	
•  Gravity	drives	snow	compression	&	glacier	flow	
•  Snow	&	ice	melt-away	at	lower	eleva6ons	
•  Icebergs	break-off	in	the	ocean	

Iceberg	Calving	



Glacier	Flow	
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•  Snow	accumulates	at	high	eleva6ons	
•  Gravity	drives	snow	compression	&	glacier	flow	
•  Snow	&	ice	melt-away	at	lower	eleva6ons	
•  Icebergs	break-off	in	the	ocean	
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Snow	accumulates	&	ice	
flows	down-hill	



Two	Types	of	Glaciers	
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2	ways	a	glaciers	can	change	mass:	
1. 	Surface	Mass	Balance	(land	+	marine-termina7ng	glaciers):	

difference	between	snow	accumula6on	&	surface	melt	
2. 	Dynamics	(marine-termina7ng	ONLY):	loss	of	mass	from	

interac6ons	with	the	ocean	
	

Glacier	Mass	Change	
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Where	are	glaciers	located?	

Rockies	

Canada	
Alaska	

Greenland	

Iceland	

Svalbard	

Scandinavia	

New	Guinea	

Alps	

Himalayas	

Andes	

Antarc6ca	

Kilimanjaro	

New	Zealand	
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Where	I’ve	Gone	

Alaska	

Greenland	

Iceland	

Svalbard	

Alps	

Peru	

Antarc6ca	

New	Zealand	
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Northern	Hemisphere	
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SW	Greenland	

Alps	

Iceland	

SE	Greenland	



Southern	Hemisphere	
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Why	I	Study	Glaciers	
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Glaciers	worldwide	are	shrinking	
• glaciers	outside	of	the	Greenland	&	Antarc6c	ice	sheets	
lose	~260	billion	tons	of	ice	per	year	
• the	ice	sheets	lose	~600	billion	tons	of	ice	per	year	
	

biases (11). In Antarctica, we corrected elevation
changes for variations due to change in the firn
density, using a firn pack model with a horizon-
tal resolution of ~27 km (17, 18). We attributed
residual volume changes after these firn correc-
tions to changes in glacier ice and converted them

tomass changes, using a density of 900T 17kgm−3.
The Antarctic peripheral glaciers (133,200 km2)
have not changed much in total mass (–6 T 10 Gt
year−1), which is in contrast to earlier modeling
estimates for 1961–2004 (19). There are, how-
ever, subregional examples of both loss (Ant-

arctic Peninsula Islands, –7 T 4 Gt year−1) and
gain (Ellsworth Land Islands, 3 T 4 Gt year−2).
For Greenland we lack firn pack model simula-
tions and instead rely on estimates of the firn area
and the bulk density of the firn volume change
(11).We estimate a total mass budget of –38 T 7 Gt

Fig. 1. Regional glacier mass budgets and areas. Red circles show 2003–2009 regional glacier mass
budgets, and pale blue/green circles show regional glacier areas with tidewater basin fractions (the extent of

ice flowing to termini in the ocean) in blue shading (Table 1). Peach-colored halos surrounding red circles show the 95% CI in mass change estimates, but can
only be seen in regions that have large uncertainties.

Table 1. Regional areas andmass budgets. Regional breakdown of total and tidewater glacier basin area, best estimate of mass budget for 2003–2009 with
the 95% CI, and methods selected as most suitable for estimating glacier mass change. G, GRACE; I, ICESat; gl, glaciological.

Region Total
area (km2) Tidewater area (km2)

Mass
budget

(kg m−2 year−1)

Mass budget
(Gt year−1) Method Ref.

1 Alaska 87,100 11900 –570 T 200 –50 T 17 G New, (4, 9, 10)
2 Western Canada/United States 14,600 0 –930 T 230 –14 T 3 gl (2)
3 Arctic Canada north 104,900 48,800 –310 T 40 –33 T 4 I, G New, (4, 13)
4 Arctic Canada south 40,900 3,000 –660 T 110 –27 T 4 I, G New, (4, 13)
5 Greenland 89,700 31,300 –420 T 70 –38 T 7 I New
6 Iceland 11,100 0 –910 T 150 –10 T 2 G, gl New, (2, 4)
7 Svalbard 34,000 14,900 –130 T 60 –5 T 2 I, G New, (4, 8)
8 Scandinavia 2,900 0 –610 T 140 –2 T 0 gl (2)
9 Russian Arctic 51,600 33,400 –210 T 80 –11 T 4 I, G New, (4, 14)
10 North Asia 3,400 0 – 630 T 310 –2 T 1 gl (2)
11 Central Europe 2,100 0 –1060 T 170 –2 T 0 gl (2)
12 Caucasus and Middle East 1,100 0 –900 T 160 –1 T 0 gl (2)
13–15 HMA 118,200 0 –220 T 100 –26 T 12 I, G New, (4)
16 Low latitudes 4,100 0 –1080 T 360 –4 T 1 gl (2)
17 Southern Andes 29,400 7,000 –990 T 360 –29 T 10 G New, (4, 25)
18 New Zealand 1,200 0 –320 T 780 0 T 1 gl (2)
19 Antarctic and sub–Antarctic 133,200 130,200 –50 T 70 –6 T 10 I New

Total, excluding Greenland and Antarctic 506,600 119,000 –420 T 50 –215 T 26
Global total 729,400 280,500 –350 T 40 –259 T 28

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 340 17 MAY 2013 853

REPORTS

Gardner	et	al.,		
Science,		
2013	
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Glaciers	worldwide	are	shrinking	
• glaciers	&	ice	sheets	lose	~850	billion	tons	of	ice	per	year	
	
Why	does	ice	loss	maVer?	
• ~375	billion	tons	of	ice	=	1	mm	global	sea	level	rise	
- total	melt	of	glaciers	&	ice	sheets	would	raise	sea	
level	by	~80	meters	(~250c)	
- 1/10th	of	people	live	within	30c	of	modern	sea	level	

• loss	of	ice	cover	decreases	planetary	albedo	
- a	less	reflec6ve	Earth		surface	=	a	warmer	planet	

• melt	water	can	alter	ocean	circula6on	
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Why	I	Study	Glaciers	
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Glaciers	worldwide	are	shrinking	
• glaciers	&	ice	sheets	lose	~850	billion	tons	of	ice	per	year	
	
Why	does	ice	loss	maVer?	
• ~375	billion	tons	of	ice	=	1	mm	global	sea	level	rise	
• loss	of	ice	cover	decreases	planetary	albedo	
• melt	water	can	alter	ocean	circula6on	
²  local	impacts	maeer	too!	
- decreased	fresh	water	during	the	dry	season	in	mountain	
regions	
- modifica6on	of	ecosystem	structures	near	glacier	margins	



Glacier	Monitoring	
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Mapping	Glacier	Length	Change	
•  USGS	&	NASA’s	Landsat	project	is	the	world’s	longest	
con6nuously-opera6ng	satellite	program	to	monitor	the	
Earth’s	surface	

	
•  Landsat	satellites	record	electromagne6c	radia6on	
reflected	and	emieed	by	the	Earth	

	
•  observa6ons	spanning	the	visible	and	infrared	por6ons	
of	the	electromagne6c	spectrum	going	back	to	1972	

	
•  all	data	are	100%	FREE!	heps://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/	
	



Glacier	Monitoring	
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Mapping	Glacier	Length,	Area,	&	Speed	Change	
•  focus	on	the	visible	por6on	of	the	electromagne6c	
spectrum	because	glaciers	stand-out	rela6ve	to	rock,	
vegeta6on,	&	water	

	
•  look	at	changes	from	
summer-to-summer	when	
snow	on	land	cannot	be	
confused	as	a	glacier	

	
•  movement	of	dis6nct	
features	can	be	used	to	
es6mate	speed	



PredicKng	Glacier	Change	
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We	can	reasonably	predict	future	mass	change	
for	land-terminaKng	glaciers	
• can	map	rates	of	retreat	&	extrapolate	
• changes	in	area	can	be	modeled	if	air	temperature	&	
snow	accumula6on	data	are	available:
heps://phet.colorado.edu/en/simula6on/glaciers	

	



PredicKng	Glacier	Change	
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We	can	reasonably	predict	future	mass	change	
for	land-terminaKng	glaciers	
• can	map	rates	of	retreat	&	extrapolate	
• changes	in	area	can	be	modeled	if	air	temperature	&	
snow	accumula6on	data	are	available:
heps://phet.colorado.edu/en/simula6on/glaciers	

Marine-terminaKng	glaciers	are	more	tricky	
• changes	in	snow	accumula6on,	air	temperature,	AND	
ocean	temperature	all	influence	mass	
• there	are	lots	of	poten6al	feedbacks	in	the	system	
	



Steady-state:	glacier	in	balance	with	
its	environment	(inputs	=	outputs)	

Mass	Loss	via	Dynamic	Change	
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Anomalous	climate	forcing		
	 	 	!	terminus	retreat	

Dynamic	Change:	Opening	the	Floodgates	
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Reduced	resisKve	stress	at	the	terminus		
	 	 	!	ice	flow	acceleraKon	

Dynamic	Change:	Opening	the	Floodgates	
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Near-terminus	acceleraKon		
"""!	stretching	&	thinning	

Dynamic	Change:	Opening	the	Floodgates	
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Feedback	between	dynamics	&	surface	melt:	
•  dynamic	thinning	brings	ice	to	lower	surface	eleva6ons	
•  more	mel6ng	occurs	at	lower	surface	eleva6ons	
•  more	mel6ng	leads	to	faster	ice	flow	(slip-n-slide	effect)	

Marine-TerminaKng	Glacier	Change	
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Dependence	on	Geometry:	
•  glaciers	are	rela6vely	stable	
when	they	terminate	in	
shallow	water	

•  if	the	terminus	retreats	from	
shallow	water	into	deeper	
water,	a	posi6ve	feedback	
occurs	
- less	fric6on	holding	the	
glacier	back	
- larger	cross-sec6onal	area	
for	ice	to	pass	through	

Marine-TerminaKng	Glacier	Change	
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Figure 42.—Tidewater-glacier cycle (from Trabant 
and others, 1990). Cross sections in A through D 
show four phases in the cycle. A shows the begin-
ning and end of the cycle, when the glacier is located 
at the head of the fjord. B illustrates the advancing 
glacier moving the terminal moraine down fjord; 
and C the fully extended phase. D shows the retreat-

ing phase of the cycle, in which icebergs are much 
larger than those calved in the other three phases. 
The stable equilibrium line altitude (ELA) indicates 
that the tidewater-glacier cycle is relatively inde-
pendent of climate change. Eustatic sea level (SL) 
is also stable.

GLACIERS OF ALASKA       K55



Dependence	on	Geometry:	
•  geometric	dependence	makes	some	marine-termina6ng	
glaciers	more	sensi6ve	to	climate	change	than	others	

•  geometry	variability	also	complicates	interpreta6on	of	
the	glacier	change	signal	

Marine-TerminaKng	Glacier	Change	
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1156 McNabb and others: Using surface velocities to calculate ice thickness

Fig. 3. Calculated bed topography map for Columbia Glacier, 1957 extent. May 2011 terminus location shown as a red dashed line. Location
of thickest ice in both 1957 and 2007 is shown as a red star.

the area downstream of the 2004 terminus (i.e. where the
bathymetry is known), as the density of bed topography
measurements there allows for a more complete comparison
of ice thicknesses. The soft-rock geology that characterizes
the Chugach Range (e.g. Wilson and others, 1998) garners
expectations of rapid erosion, with the implication that
bathymetric measurements do not perfectly represent the
glacier bed when ice was present. Whether these expected
high rates of erosion directly result in sedimentation in
the fjord is not known; for simplicity, we assume that the
measured bathymetry represents the glacier bed.
First, we investigate the effect of changing initial separation

of flowlines on calculated ice thickness. Because the most
dense velocity fields (derived from TerraSAR-X) are available
in a 100m grid, this is taken as a lower limit for the flowline
separation. Initial flowline separation is then varied, in 50m
increments, up to 500m. Results are shown in Figure 4a.
Overall, flowline separation shows very little effect on either
mean absolute difference or RMSE. As flowline separation
increases beyond 300m, however, maximum error increases
significantly, suggesting that the limit where H(x0)vsfc(x0) ≈
Hv sfc is flowline separations of ∼300m.

Second, we investigate the sensitivity of the calculated bed
topography to values of γ by varying γ from 0.8 to 1 (Fig.
4b). RMSE for the given values of γ are all within a 1.5m
range, indicating that values of γ are not as important as the
initial flowline separation. For a typical gridcell in this region
(covered by the bathymetry data; Fig. 1), typical values are
about −0.5mw.e. a−1 for ḃsfc, 4.5mw.e. a−1 for ∂H/∂t and
2 × 108 m3 a−1 for qin and qout. Given this, calculated ice
thicknesses are on the order of 500m; for this value, varying
γ from 0.8 to 1.0 changes the calculated ice thickness by
less than 1m. Further analysis of Equation (6) shows that even
away from the fast-flowing portion of the glacier, changes in γ
introduce changes in ice thickness that are much smaller than
the uncertainties associated with the components of Eqn (6).
Third and fourth, we investigate the effect of varying

surface mass-balance rates ḃsfc by increasing and decreasing
ḃsfc by 0.5 and 1.0ma

−1, and by increasing and decreasing
values of ∂H/∂t by 1.0 and 2.0ma−1. Results are summar-
ized in Table 3. Very little change in error is observed. Again,
given typical values of components of Eqn (6), values of ḃsfc
and ∂H/∂t are typically one to four orders of magnitude less

Table 2. General results for the new bed topography map. S indicates glacier map area, V total ice volume, ‘V below s.l.’ is volume of ice
that is below sea level, Hmax is maximum ice thickness, H is mean ice thickness (± one std dev.), Hmed is median ice thickness and zbed
is bed elevation

Year S V V below s.l. Hmax H Hmed Max. zbed Min. zbed
km2 km3 ice eq. km3 ice eq. m m m m m

1957 1067 294 17 1040 280± 215 225 3670 −525
2007 935 134 7 1005 145± 140 100 – −504
2011 915 N/A 4 N/A N/A N/A – −282
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Fig. 3. Calculated bed topography map for Columbia Glacier, 1957 extent. May 2011 terminus location shown as a red dashed line. Location
of thickest ice in both 1957 and 2007 is shown as a red star.
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bathymetric measurements do not perfectly represent the
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Dependence	on	Geometry:	
•  geometric	dependence	makes	some	marine-termina6ng	
glaciers	more	sensi6ve	to	climate	change	than	others	

•  geometry	variability	also	complicates	interpreta6on	of	
the	glacier	change	signal	

Marine-TerminaKng	Glacier	Change	
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rapid	retreat	
through	deep	
por6on	of	lord	

stalled	retreat	where	
water	is	shallow	

ini6ally	stable	where	
water	is	shallow	



Dynamic	Mass	Loss	=	Excess	Iceberg	Discharge	
•  Iceberg	discharge	
	

- U	=	speed	of	ice	flowing	towards	the	terminus	
- H	=	ice	thickness	
- W	=	width	
- ρi	=	density	of	ice	

•  Widths	&	speeds	from	satellite	images	
•  Thickness	from	NASA	airborne	radar	

W	

Greenland	Marine-TerminaKng	Glacier	Change	
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D = ρi UHW∑

H	



Greenland	Marine-TerminaKng	Glacier	Change	
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Dynamic	Mass	Loss	from	
Greenland:	
•  almost	all	glaciers	retreated,	
accelerated,	&	pumped-out	
extra	icebergs	

	
•  a	handful	of	glaciers	
dispropor6onately	
contributed	to	mass	loss	

	
•  variability	par6ally	due	to	
differences	in	geometry!	

Cumula6ve	Dynamic	Mass	Loss	(2000-2012)	
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Centennial glacier retreat as categorical evidence
of regional climate change
Gerard H. Roe1*, Marcia B. Baker1 and Florian Herla2

The near-global retreat of glaciers over the last century provides some of the most iconic imagery for communicating the
reality of anthropogenic climate change to the public. Surprisingly, however, there has not been a quantitative foundation for
attributing the retreats to climate change, except in the global aggregate. This gap, between public perception and scientific
basis, is due to uncertainties in numerical modelling and the short length of glacier mass-balance records. Here we present
a method for assessing individual glacier change based on the signal-to-noise ratio, a robust metric that is insensitive to
uncertainties in glacier dynamics. Using only meteorological and glacier observations, and the characteristic decadal response
time of glaciers, we demonstrate that observed retreats of individual glaciers represent some of the highest signal-to-noise
ratios of climate change yet documented. Therefore, in many places, the centennial-scale retreat of the local glaciers does
indeed constitute categorical evidence of climate change.

A lpine glaciers are consequential and captivating elements
of the Earth system that feature prominently in the lives
of nearby communities1. The nature of glacier motion was

a research challenge for nineteenth-century physicists2,3, and the
late Holocene history of glacier margins has been a primary
target ofmodern palaeoclimate science4. Consequently, the century-
scale length history of several hundred glaciers is well known
(for example, Fig. 1)4,5. Whilst glacier mass balance (that is, area-
averaged accumulation minus ablation, ⌘b (m yr�1)) is a more
direct measure of climate6,7 than glacier length, only a few dozen
mass-balance records extend for more than two decades.

The century-scale, near-global retreat of glacier fronts seems
improbable without some coordinating global climate change.
However, the formal statistical assessment of the role of climate
change in glacier retreat has been limited to the numerical
modelling of three individual glaciers, each with only a single set
of model parameters8; and to a comparison of the global aggregate
glacier mass loss in forced and unforced integrations of global
climate models9.

By itself, any single glacier is a blunt statistical instrument.
Each is a unique product of its local climate and landscape.
Characteristic glacier-length response times of several decades10
imply only a few independent degrees of freedom in a centennial
record, resulting in poor statistical resolving power to evaluate a
trend. In part because of these factors, themost recent assessment of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) concluded
only it was ‘likely’ that a ‘substantial’ part of glacier retreat is
due to anthropogenic climate change, a much weaker attribution
than for other metrics of climate change11. Here we introduce a
method to combine glacier observations with the better-resolved
local meteorological trends, which facilitates strong conclusions.
The centennial-scale retreats of 37 widely dispersed glaciers have
each necessarily required a climate change. And while the cause
cannot be attributed purely from observations, the required climate
changes are centennial-scale trends that are globally distributed.
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Figure 1 | The global record of glacier lengths5, for 158 glaciers with 20 or
more individual observations (shown as dots). Coloured lines show the
specific glaciers analysed in Fig. 4.

The signal-to-noise ratio as a metric of glacier change
We relate sL, the signal-to-noise ratio of glacier length (⌘L), to sb, the
signal-to-noise ratio of mass balance (⌘b). Let 1L be the change
in length over some period of time, and let �L be the standard
deviation in the absence of any climate trend. Then sL ⌘ 1L/�L.
Likewise, sb ⌘1b/�b. We first establish that sL is straightforwardly
related to sb, and that the relationship is insensitive to uncertainties
in glacier parameters. The result is robust and depends only on
the fundamental property that glaciers integrate mass balance on
timescales of a few decades.

In a refinement of earlier models12,13, previous work has shown
that glacier flow on a sloping bed can be accurately emulated by
a linear, third-order di�erential equation (Methods)14. Let 1b(to)
be the change in mass balance due to a linear trend applied over a

1Department of Earth and Space Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195, USA. 2Institute of Atmospheric and Cryospheric
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An	Easier	Glacier	System:	Hintereisferner,	Austria	
•  one	of	the	most	rapidly-changing	&	best-studied	glaciers	
in	the	Alps	

•  recently	analyzed	to	show	modern	glacier	retreat	is	
unequivocally	driven	by	anthropogenic	climate	change	
(Roe	et	al.,	Nature	Geoscience,	2017)	
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PolarICE	Data	Story	
•  extract	terminus	
change	6me	series	
from	satellite	images	

	
•  compare	terminus	
change,	local	air	
temperature,	&	global	
CO2	records	to	
demonstrate	
anthropogenic	
warming	is	driving	
glacier	mass	loss	
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Other	InteracKve	AcKviKes	
•  use	the	UColorado	glacier	simula6on	tool	
heps://phet.colorado.edu/en/simula6on/glaciers	to	
inves6gate	glacier	sensi6vity	to	air	temperate	&	snow	
accumula6on	change	

	
•  have	students	experiment	
with	glacier	“flubber”	to	see	
how	ice	flows	

•  collect	6me-lapse	photos	of	
flubber	flow	to	get	an	idea	
of	remote	sensing	of	glaciers	
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QuesKons?	

email	me:	
ellyn.enderlin@gmail.com	

	
check-out	my	website:		

heps://sites.google.com/site/
ellynenderlin/	

	
follow	me	on	twiVer:	

@glacier_doc	


